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Ageing
Society

Sub-health
Group

Rehabilitation 
Medical Needs

Structural ageing of the global population is the problem

faced by all mankind. According to the statistic from WHO and

World Bank, The ageing popularity around the globe has

reached 9.1%, entered the state of ageing society. UN estimate

that by 2050, the percentage of the global popularity of people

over 65 years old will reach 1/6, preliminary estimate of more

than 1.5 billion people.

Global rehabilitation medical needs are

far from being satisfied. WHO2021 reports

that in the global range, more than 2.4 billion

people’s health situation are benefit by

rehabilitation.

More than 50% of population in some low-

income or middle-income countries didn‘t

meet their needs in rehabilitation。

75% of the population is in a

“sub-health” state.

”Sub-health“ refers to the states between

health and disease, also known as

chronic fatigue syndrome.

According to a global survey from World

Heal th Organizat ion, 75% of the

population in the world are at the ”sub-

health“ state.

Billion Blue Ocean Market

Billion Blue Ocean Market

Billion Blue Ocean Market

Background 
Introduction
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On-Chain Asset 
Insurance

Big Health Domain

Tokenized real estate, blockchain financing platform, 
health function application.
Insight: Peripheral functional models have been explored, but a 

decentralization healthcare ecosystem combining virtual and 

reality has not yet emerged.

Tokenized Real Estate

Asset company 
entering estate

Financing platform

Debit and Credit

Decentralized Healthcare Ecology

Background Introduction
Centralized Healthcare Ecology

Mainly focus on healthcare estate, insurance 
deposits and financial leverage。
Insight: Healthcare technology collapse, 

insufficient service capacity, labor-intensive.
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Existing pain point in centralized healthcare   
Funds mainly flow to financial leverage and real estate through

insurance, but can’t flow into the healthcare technology and intelligent

operation and maintain sectors. Because it’s based on human operation

and maintenance, which doesn’t meet the needs of the healthcare

society, can’t create a mature and feasible healthcare ecosystem, and

it’s difficult to benefit from.

Estate 
Construction

Consume

Retail 
Investor

Insurance 
Company

Bank

Premium Financing/Policy Loan

Service trust
Rebate Savings

Loan

Loan

Invest

Centralized healthcare industry ecosystem

1. High industry threshold: operating the insurance and financial industry

requires franchise license and under strict supervision. Institutional investors

and qualified investors have high barriers to entry, governance rights are

generally concentrated in centralized institutions.

2. Uncontrollable risks: There are different regulatory system around the world,

thresholds for cross-border expansion and operation are high, lack of reliable

system and transparent operation mechanism. Based on the law of large

numbers and compound interest, it’s easy to fail without a good investment

target.

For industry investors

For healthcare audience
1. The pool of insurance funds is unstable, low birth rate and aging society

decreases the funds invested in insurance and the proportion of pension

expenditures increases. Various pension funds, insurance and national

annuities are on the edge of bankruptcy which falls into Ponzi scheme easily.

2. Low rate of return: Centralized institutions provide credit endorsement but the

insurance system is very cumbersome. From insurance application, payment,

claims settlement, the efficiency of the procedures are very low. The overall

income is low at the same time, the rights of the retail investors cannot be

guaranteed.

3. Low transparency: The flow of funds is opaque, the participation of retail

investors is low, participants have no decision-making power.

4. Lack of healthcare bases: Some insurance systems opt out the concept of

healthcare towns, but there are still few of them around the world, lack of

service available to participants.

Pain Point Analysis
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Industry opportunities:
Funds are efficiently gathered through decentralized finance with low thresholds, flow

to the development of healthcare industry with directional transparency. The problems

of low user participation and governance rights concentrated at centralized healthcare

are solved by DAO Administration. At the same time, openness and transparency are

achieved by features of blockchains and Ce-DE conversion, to ensure acceleration of

on chain assets with high speed. Efficient construction and use of centralized ecology,

promise individual rights and high yields.

Investor opportunities:
1. Healthcare Metaverse jointly governed by investors, has the governance rights

of the financial system and healthcare resorts.

2. Low entry barriers, transparent capital flow and high returns.

Healthcare users opportunities:
1. Transparency mechanism, clearly track the whereabouts of each payments

2. High yield, the return on blockchain project performance is five times the off-

chain revenue.

3. In-depth participation, owns decision-making power: how and where DIMO will

build.

4. Global one-stop healthcare service combining virtual and reality, close the loop

on the consumer side.

DIMO Opportunity

Pain Point Analysis

1. Decentralized financial institutions cover fields of insurance, pledge,

financing, as well as technical applications in the field of Big Health. There

is no ecological platform for the healthcare industry in the decentralized

world now. The industry is a spanking new no man’s land.

2. The tandem between Ce-De and the health care model is first in the world.

The difficulty to combine virtual and real healthcare ecology is tremendous,

while construction period is long.

Challenge in Decentralize

1. The centralized profit distribution has been solidified, parallel

universes are competing, and the target audience on chain is less,

and the acceptance towards blockchain needs a process.

2. In order to consolidate the existing system, centralized countries

and authoritative institutions are suppressing the decentralized

model.

3. The average age group of the current health care industry is

relatively older, acceptance of decentralized systems are lower,

and the operating and learning costs are high.

Threaten in Centralize
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Together, We Revolutionize a Healthcare and Welfare System.

Every country and every organization operates around the rules formulated by a specific center. The distribution of interests

in various centers in the existing operation has been solidified, and many irreconcilable problems have been formed.

Therefore, we hope that the social problems of health care that cannot be solved in the centralized real world can be

supplemented in the decentralized virtual world, and then through the virtual world to affect and change the real world, so as

to enter to the next human civilization, we call it Metarevolution. Every revolution in history happened with the intend to

reshape the center, rewrite the rules, redistribute. We hope to rewrite the rules of the health care industry and realize the

redistribution of resources, by creating a brand new DIMO health care metaverse platform in the decentralized world, and

allow more people to have the right to participate and make real profits.

Aim Mission
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DAO 
Governance 
Healthcare 
Metaverse

To let correct ideology guide practical work. Build

a global healthcare metaverse in a decentralized

world through Web 3.0 technology. The

construction content, selection and operation

management of the centralized world health

resort are determined through DAO governance.

Ce-De Owned 
Healthcare 
Intelligent 

Resort

De-Fi 2.0
Healthcare Finance 

System

Reflect virtual by reality, healthcare resorts will be

built around the world under the governance of DAO,

which are shared by all DIMO users. At the same

time DIMO users can also consume in the centralized

healthcare technology resort and metaverse.

The De-Fi 2.0 healthcare financial cycle system provides

policy pledge, investment rebate and financial banking

functions on the basis of decentralization and provides dual

circulation path for decentralized governance rights,

investment value-added and centralized consumption services.

Project Position
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DIMO is a global digital healthcare and welfare platform

underlying blockchain technology and decentralized finance

With five elements of “finance + health + technology + real 

estate + service”, with real healthcare real estate and services 

as the main axis, through the bridge of science and 

technology finance to build a future healthcare metaverse.  

In the big health metaverse which combines virtual and reality 

created by DIMO, we will change the status of the healthcare 

industry together through the combination of virtual and reality 

which make most people become the builders, owners and the 

real beneficiaries of digital healthcare. DIMO will guard and 

accompany your life with emerging technology. Your 

healthcare and welfare, DIMO care. 

DAO Governance 
Healthcare 
Metaverse

Finance

Ce-De Owned 
Healthcare 
Intelligent 

Resort

De-Fi 2.0
Healthcare 

Finance System

Health

Real EstateTechnology

Service Healthcare
Metaverse

Project Overview
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Roadmap

Token Economy System

Project Operation
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Roadmap

Start to healthcare industry investment
• The Investment team starts to work on healthcare industry portfolio and most of the team members are from the Ce-Fi, consulting, and 

technology fields in the UK and Singapore, etc.

• Kick off the industry research and private equity fund in the field of big health and big data.

2018

Investment team development and strategy cooperation
• The fund company has expanded its presence and formally established offices in Wuhan, the UK and Taiwan to set up industrial venture capital 

and project incubation in the three regions, and several private equity funds in the healthcare industry under operation and maintenance.

• Strategy cooperation with a renowned Healthcare VC CRNTI to further co-work with Healthcare Industry investment and asset management.

2019

DIMO project initiation
• The team introduced blockchain professionals and the KOL team and started to get involved in digital asset management while initiating the 

research of the digital healthcare platform project DIMO.

• Strategy cooperation with a professional blockchain digital asset management company CrypToDAM from Taiwan. Start to Initial research and 

validation of the Cefi-Defi financial model. 

• Strategy cooperation with a big-data technology consulting company GKTC from the UK. Start to due diligent and market research of both 

Decentralized and Centralized healthcare industry.

2020
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Roadmap

DIMO project officially launched
• Q1 Strategy cooperation with an renowned healthcare technology industry research institute HBRNTI , and joint together with many famous 

universities around the world to setup a physical research base for DIMO. With the development and promotion of relevant technology to help the 

integration of industry and city.

• Q2 HBRNTI and CrypToDAM officially work together as the operation team for DIMO and permanently responsible for the centralized and 

decentralized construction, operation and maintenance of the DIMO digital healthcare platform project.

• Q3 Launched the DIMO branding promotion, and as one of the organizers, issued the world‘s first public charity NFT project 100 Portraits NFT,

joining hands with several venture capitals, consulting organizations and nearly ten charity organizations and NGO worldwide, and co-work with

dozens of famous music artists/celebrities to support the project, which successfully attracted tens of millions of online and offline attentions and

subscribe, and received lots of positive media coverage from more than ten outlets.

• Q4 Further, support the development of public welfare and the branding of the DIMO project. Being invited to empower the public charity NFT

100 Portraits NFT, and cooperated with more than 100 crypto projects, Youtubers, KOLs, Exchanges, etc., more than millions of potential users

have joined the relevant events.

2021
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Roadmap

Development and validation in Ce and De, resources pitch
• Q1 Start the decentralized construction and complete early institutional financing for the operations team; DIMO brief business proposal 

disclosure.

• Q2 Complete DIMO-ONDO Token-ecosystem and the Tokenomics, mathematic model and relevant algorithm testing; Disclose strategic partner 

information.

• Q3 Officially ending of 100 Portraits NFT charity project; DIMO official website upgraded to version 2.0, providing access to 100 Portraits NFT 

investors / potential users (SSR NFT for angel round; N NFT for seed round) .

• Q4 Web3.0 and DAO governance testing completed for blockchain technology; Light Paper disclosure to the public.

2022

De Construction and Ce Development
• Q1 DIMO official website upgraded to version 3.0; Web3.0 DAO governance construction and application; DeFi2.0 pool technology optimization,

DIMO-ONDO governance token and consumption token ecosystem engineering demo development; White Paper disclosure to the public.

• Q2 Initiation of public sale and promotion, targeted Exchanges will be global Top30, promotion and cooperation with global Top10 blockchain

medias and traditional media resources, industry leaders, renowned communities and channels.

• Q3 Notice of the cooperation within global Top30 centralized Exchanges and decentralized Exchanges; cooperate with well-known platforms for

IDO and IEO. The first physical healthcare resort location (DEMO real estate and construction) was released to the public.

• Q4 Public testing of technical systems (hackathon activity); officially launch global Top30 centralized Exchange for sales and trading.

2023
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Roadmap

DAO Governance and Ce Construction
• Q1 DIMO healthcare metaverse will be released, the first DAO governance shared resort  location and operation decision-making of the 

community.

• Q2 The first DAO-governed shared resort of real estate construction is launched; Development of centralized industry chain investment and 

optimization of blockchain technology.

• Q3 Launch of DIMO-ONDO DeFi2.0 pledge pool; consumption token ONDO will be launched on the decentralized Exchange.

• Q4 Provide the access to platform financial commodities,  for example, " Healthcare insurance NFT" sale and trading layout.

2024

Construction of Healthcare Metaverse and Close-loop Consumption
• Q1 Operation of the global one-stop oversea travel VISA agent centre, and voting and nominating for the top ten global locations for the coming

five years by the DIMO DAO governance community.

• Q2 Welcome Healthcare industries to both the real and virtual side of DIMO, both relevant businesses and customers will get access to DIMO to

provide services and consumption.

• Q3 "Healthcare insurance NFT" derivative services are launched and the NFT-fi system will be opened.

• Q4 Trial operation of the resort, investors have the priority to participate in services and consumption.

2025
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Roadmap

Further construction and Development of the health metaverse
• The DAO governance metaverse system will be upgraded, virtual consumption and services will be available, and 

the DIMO DAO governance community will be auto optimization.

• The construction of ten global locations will be completed and put into use, and the DIMO centralized and 

decentralized financial system will be completed and put into use on a large scale.

2026 2030

Healthcare metaverse operation and optimization
• Every three years, we will further develop certain numbers of intelligent healthcare resorts (site selection -

construction - operation - management - consumption) and finalize the Healthcare global zones step by step.

• N.0 generation of the Defi financial system will be upgraded over time, and the rules and orders will be more open

and transparent, fair and just.

• The DAO governance community will be sustainable and auto-optimization, breaking down the boundaries of

centralized organizations. Furthermore, a new world of order in the healthcare metaverse will be available for DIMO

users.

2031 Future
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Token Economy System
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A decentralized and highly autonomous sustainable community that participates in decision-making 

on DIMO project development, community development and management based on DIMO 

governance tokens. With the community growth, it will keep sustainable and self-optimization, 

furthermore, all rules are not influenced by any organization or consortium.

Participants (investors) could raise issues within the DIMO community (e.g. where to build, how to 

operate, how to run it etc.). Issues with more than 15% of the DIMO Governance participated can be 

under consideration, then the professional research teams are selected to conduct feasibility studies 

and provide scientific and reasonable solutions for the community to further vote on. More than 60% 

of DIMO Governance supports the specific issue and votes for it, which will be valid; among the 

available options, more than 51% of the current number of participants indicate that the option could 

be implemented. 

With the decentralized community developing, the above figures and workflow will be optimized 

autonomously underlay big data and Artificial intelligence.

Project Operation

02
High 

autonomy

01
Decentralization

03
Self-

optimization
04

Sustainable 
development

DAO
Governance 
Healthcare 
Metaverse
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On the basis of the small-scale intelligent healthcare ecosystem, we will carry out the global 

distribution of Ce-De Owned Healthcare Resorts based on the decisions of the DIMO operation 

team and DAO governance. 

Through equity investment and cooperation, We are able to carry out development legally in the 

centralized world: health care technology real estate compliance development and cooperation 

empowerment, smart health care ecology with global business travelling, Ce-De owned smart 

healthcare space creation, on-chain and off-chain consumption, which will create a close-loop 

consumption scenarios and ecology of short-term or long-term wellness and leisure.

Project Operation

02 
Healthcare
technology

01
Ce-De

tandem

03
Global 

deployment
04

Consumer 
closure

Ce-De Owned 
Healthcare 
Intelligent 

Resort
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To break the monopoly and drawbacks of centralized finance, to build a decentralized healthcare 

financial ecosystem, to provide DIMO decentralized governance rights participation pipeline and 

investment rebate consumption mode, to provide wealth appreciation opportunities by the 

centralized and decentralized industry investment around the healthcare ecosystem. 

At the same time, the financial products (such as Healthcare insurance NFT) issued by the platform 

in the later stages increase the liquidity and risk resistance of the healthcare financial system. 

Meanwhile ensure rapid asset appreciation and asset safety through virtual and real scenario 

consumption, upstream and downstream ecosystem value-added, and decentralized financial 

derivatives.

Project Operation
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Tokenomics Model

Revenue Analysis
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Tokenomics Model
Total supply: 4.2 billion. Maximum supply: 1.05 billion.
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Revenue Analysis

Closed-loop consumption

Provide global healthcare 
and travel consumption 
scenarios, space rental and 
healthcare services, and 
other one-stop series of 
consumption ports to 
achieve closed-loop 
consumption from upstream 
to downstream industry 
chain.

Business promotion

Invite the relevant industries 
of DIMO's three major 
constructions, and invite the 
upstream and downstream 
ecological partners of 
finance/health/technology/real 
estate/services to the Health 
Care Metaverse.

Incubation and 
asset management

Relying on the digital asset 
and private equity
management companies to 
manage part of the capital, 
the company will carry out 
industrial venture capital, 
cultivation and incubation 
around the blockchain, big 
health and big data portfolio 
both in Ce and De, 
empowering the healthcare 
ecology incubation and 
profit growing potential to 
the investment.

After the mid-term 
construction of DIMO's digital 
healthcare platform, we 
launched relating financial 
derivatives. For instance, NFT 
insurance with open, 
transparency, data traceability, 
one-to-one data records and 
other attributes of investment-
which is a sort of consumption 
insurance.

Healthcare insuranceProperty ownership

Healthcare technology 
empowers traditional real 
estate and helps iterate and 
upgrade the healthcare-
technology industry. Building 
the land acquisition, physical 
space construction and 
operation, through centralized 
financial leverage- light asset 
construction with heavy asset 
operation. At the same time, 
the tokenization of centralized 
property equity will work as the 
ballast of the ship for
decentralized assets.
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